
“I have to admit when we looked at Red Bud’s Line, we were skeptical at
first. However after comparing what we got with their line, we realized we
would get more ‘bang for the buck’. RBI’s personnel also gave us a very
good feeling.

Now that the new line is up and running, I have to say we are extremely pleased with every aspect
of the startup process. We are sure we made the right choice and highly recommend Red Bud to
anyone looking to purchase a new line. The system produces a superior product and our
operators learned to run the line quickly. In addition to running prime material, the line has also
proven its ability to significantly improve secondary material with its Multi-Strand Leveling System.
Not only are we satisfied with the results, we are quite impressed.”
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.135” (3.5 mm) by 
75” (1905 mm) wide by
60,000 lb (27,216 kg) 
Coil-To-Coil Slitting Line at
Matandy Steel. Produces
+.002” (0.05 mm) width 
tolerances at speeds up 
to 1300 FPM (396 MPM).
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Features:
* Double Looper

* Push button Uncoiler to Recoiler      
“hands free” threading 

* Multi-Strand Leveling

* Auto nesting tooling bars

*  In-line auto thread Choppers
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